CYCLE LONDON TO AMSTERDAM
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ITINERARY
This cycle challenge to Amsterdam gives us a great taste of the great Dutch art,
architecture, civil engineering and landscape with its vast skies, lots of water and
flatness. We join the two-thirds of the population who own a bike and journey from the
southern Hook of Holland, heading north along the coast into cheese country, before
finally ending up in the fantastic city of Amsterdam.
DAY 1
ESSEX – PORT OF HARWICH
110KM
Our first day is a tough one! We meet, with miles of rolling countryside ahead of us.
We start early and the quieter country roads that weave and undulate through the
beautiful Essex countryside. Heading east to the coast we arrive at the port of
Harwich for our overnight crossing to the Hook of Holland. Along the way we take
regular water and snack breaks, lunch en route and dinner close to the port.
Exhausted and thankful for all the training we have put in, we sleep well in the cabin
accommodation.
DAY 2
HOOK OF HOLLAND
90KM
Our ferry docks early morning and we waste no time in finding our pace on foreign
soil. The path skirts the coast on quiet well-marked paths, with dunes along the rolling
sea on one side and windmills on the other. Our first landmark is The Hague – the
country’s political capital and home to the UN’s International Court of Justice. A
further 5km away we pass the beach resort of Scheveningen before we join the LF1,
a path that stretches along the coast of the North Sea – through Belgium and France.
We have an afternoon ride through the windswept coastal dunes and the forest of
Kennermerduinen Nature Reserve, before our arrival into the town of Heemskerk.
Our hostel is a 13th century castle, with turrets and a moat where we have dinner and
drinks in the tower bar.
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DAY 3
AMSTERDAM
100KM
Today we have Amsterdam in our sights. We take the long way round to explore
cheese country, scenic waterland and picturesque ports before rolling into
Amsterdam. Approaching the city we weave around the waterways and in the
shadows of historic buildings and cross the finish line with a real sense of
achievement. Tonight’s celebratory dinner will be followed by a party well into the
night.
DAY 4
RETURN HOME
We have the morning free to rest and take a last look at the city before transferring to
the ferry port for our afternoon crossing. We arrive into Harwich in the evening and
transfer back to our starting point.
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LOGISTICS
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COSTS OF CHALLENGE
From £799pp

TOTAL DISTANCE
Approximately 300km

Minimum number 30 participants

RATING
Moderate

1 Free of Charge Place at 40+ participants
INCLUDED
Return ferry crossing
ACUK rep & support crew
Medic
Bike mechanics
All accommodation
All meals, except in free time
All baggage transfers
Snacks along the route
NOT INCLUDED
Bike and bike equipment
Alcoholic drinks
Travel insurance
Items of a personal nature
Single supplement
ALTERNATIVES
Day 3 can be amended to reduce the ride to
30km. This gives more time for participants in
Amsterdam. If even more time in Amsterdam is
required there is an overnight return ferry,
therefore making a 5 day itinerary.

FITNESS
This challenge requires a good level of fitness to
cycle the route.
ACCOMMODATION
Cabins on ferry and good 2/3*. hotel
accommodation. On a twin/triple basis. Our last
night in Amsterdam is in a well-located,
comfortable central hotel.
FOOD
Breakfasts will be at the accommodation, lunch
en-route and a generous evening meal at our
accommodation or in a local restaurant.
WEATHER
April to October has suitable weather. Avoiding
the busy summer months is advised. The
weather in the UK and northern Europe can be
changeable so wet weather gear should be
packed.
EQUIPMENT
An equipment list will be forwarded at a later
stage.

ABOUT ACTION CHALLENGE
As our name suggests, Action Challenge specialises in the creation of challenging, travel-based
activities the world over. Since 1999, we have worked with many blue chip companies, over 600 national
and regional charities, schools, sports clubs, groups of friends and individuals on both UK and overseas
events. With over 160 itineraries in some of the most unexplored places on the globe, we are proud of
lengths we go to, to bring our clients experiences they would be unable to find elsewhere.
Action Challenge UK Ltd, United House, North Road, London, N7 9DP
www.actionchallenge.com 020 7609 6695 events@actionchallenge.com

